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Dear Sir/ Madam 

C 

\ 

We are writing to plead for your support in objecting to the planning application P/21/1837 /2 for 

the change of use of the residential property 60 Station Road, Quern, LE12 8BS. 

Firstly, we would like to make you aware that despite the owner's application form stating that 

works had not commenced, renovation work has indeed been underway at the property for several 

weeks now. 

We object on multiple planning grounds to the change of use: 

• The parking situation in the village is already stretched beyond capacity. The application

does not create any additional spaces for use by staff or customers. Residents already

struggle to park near their homes, and it is commonplace after driving around the one wa

loop several times hoping a space •..viii become available for residents to end up parking

significant distances away, a particular problem for tnose with mobility issues. The increased

need to often drive around the area several times to find a parking space will also add to

noise and air pollution in the village.

• Considering the parking difficulties above we believe the lack of parking will also create

increased dangers to highway safety. Drivers are likely to attempt to drop off and pick up

. customers outside the building and ultjmately will likely park on the opposite pavement

mounting the pavement to still allow traffic to try to squeeze through. The pavement has

high footfall, and these drivers will restrict disabled and pram access. Further, when drivers

double park in this manner larger vehicles such as the bus that serves the village (and

emergency service vehicles) are unable to fit through. Additionally, the property is located

opposite a busy park and any cars attempting drop off/ pick up will block visibility down the 

road and increase danger to ped g to cross the road, with children at particular 

risk. 

• The property is a mid-terrace home and the walls of the original building that forms the

majority of the property are single skin party walls. The noise generated by a busy dentist

practice in both the waiting room and treatment rooms will significantly penetrate through

-to the neighbouring properties. Consraering the lack of soft furnishings in commercial

premises compared to homes, the significant increase in number of occupants in the

building, and the constant ringing of phones, continual use of the stairs located on one of

the shared party walls, slamming of fire doors, noise from dentistry procedures and talking

echoing through the property, we firmly believe the noise heard through in the adjacent

properties will be of intolerable decibels. Particularly with the new commonplace work from

home employment statuses this will have a massive impact upon neighbouring residents

who are in the properties for longer periods of time and who are often trying to quietly work

from the peace of their homes. Night shift workers in those properties, such as those in the

emergency services, will also be trying to sleep during the day.

• The property is a beautiful home set in the Conservation Area of Quern and all the charm

and character for which Conservation status was sought to preserve so many years ago. The

applicant does not note any material change to the exterior of the building on their

application however we assume he will want to erect signage to the front identifying the
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property as a dentist practice. Additionally, there is a very high step up into the property and 

as such to be able to provide safe access for disabled customers we assume he will be 

seeking to install a ramp with a handrail, whether now or retrospectively. Both alterations to 

the front visage of the property would have a direct significant impact on the property's 

appearance. 

• The property is located significantly far out from the commercialised centre of Quern. The

development of this property as a commercial unit is stretching inappropriately into a

residential area and this change will be out of keeping with the street landscape and a

detriment to it.

• There is already a dentist practice on Station Road in Quam that serves the village along

with multiple other practices in local vmages and nearby Loughborough - easily accessible by

bus and car. As such, the business is not providing a service that is lacking to the community

and there is no need for a further dentist practice located on the same road in the same

village as an existing practice.

• The application provided implausibly claims that the business will not create any trade

waste. There is no provision in the application for the storage of waste from the business

including no mention of the dangerous trade waste associated with dental practices such a.s

needles.

• We have concerns about the safety of the proposed use of the building as a dentist practice

due to the continuous unknown risk of exposure to radiation from x-ray machines to the

neighbouring residents.

We kindly ask that you consider the full weig 

nearby residents and support us in acting in t 

egative impact this change of use will have on 
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